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Fig. 1. The icon for our application: Systems Universal. The application can run on mobile devices and provides AR Sketching utilities.
Augmented reality gives the ability to recreate real life scenes and modify them, such as by changing the environment or adding objects. The Unity game engine has many popular tools that provide ways to create mobile apps that make use of the advantages of Augmented Reality, especially tools such as ARFoundation and ARKit. In this project, we have create an app that supports AR drawing, and that can run on mobile devices by using techniques such as Universal Shader Graphs and Computer Vision tracking devices.

1 INTRODUCTION

Commercial products such as Clip Studio Paint and Photoshop have been popular in the years since PC’s and Laptops have become commonplace. When thinking about AR and VR, a natural extension to these products would be some sort of drawing or image editing app for AR, which is what we have attempted in this project. In a sense, because the currently popular applications such as Photoshop provide 2D interfaces but still are often used to attempt to portray 3D, this extension to extended reality would likely help improve realism of these applications.

These prior applications are designed to run in laptops or PCs and use pixels, bitmaps, and raster/vector graphics. However, these use a different medium from the proposed AR drawing app, and thus would use a different set of primitives. Specifically, the implementation of AR drawing apps would focus more on detection and computer vision techniques relating to image detection, while the PC and laptop apps would focus on filters, base colors, and the math behind brushes. However, both would focus on the design of a user interface and the addition of features to allow users many options when using the application. However, many of the implementation details in extended reality would likely be dealt with by software such as Unity or Unreal Engine, and thus extended reality would most likely make use of more Computer Graphic and Computer Vision topics overall.

One existing method to sketching in AR, which is an application still in development, is the Sketch AR App. This application has the user draw on paper, and uses computer vision techniques to fix the line art and do some shading. This approach differs from our approach, as we would be using less vision/deep-learning based techniques and focus more on graphics techniques such as Universal Shader Graphs sketching in the app itself. However, many techniques such as the matrix transformations between view, model, world, and screen space, would be common because both these applications are based in AR which is 3D rather than 2D.

Finally, Google’s ARCore framework has recently added additional features that would be useful/compliment AR Applications. Features such as ambient lighting estimation, embedding 3d models, and augmented images (to track 2d images in real time), would be useful in a possible extension of our application.

2 RELATED WORK

A prior application would be something like Adobe Photoshop or Clip Studio Paint. These softwares are designed to run in laptops or PCs and use pixels, bitmaps, and raster/vector graphics. However, these use a different medium from the proposed AR drawing app, and thus would use a different set of primitives. Specifically, the implementation of AR drawing apps would focus more on detection and computer vision techniques relating to image detection, while the PC and laptop apps would focus on filters, base colors, and the math behind brushes. However, both would focus on the design of a user interface and the addition of features to allow users many options when using the application.

Another similar application is an application (that seems to be currently improving/adding features) called Sketch AR, which is available on the Google Play Store. This application has the user draw on paper, and uses computer vision techniques to fix the line art and do some shading. This approach differs from our approach, as we would be using less vision/deep-learning based techniques and focus more on graphics techniques such as Universal Shader Graphs sketching in the app itself. However, many techniques such as the matrix transformations between view, model, world, and screen space, would be common because both these applications are based in AR which is 3D rather than 2D.

Finally, Google’s ARCore framework has recently added additional features that would be useful/compliment AR Applications. Features such as ambient lighting estimation, embedding 3d models, and augmented images (to track 2d images in real time), would be useful in a possible extension of our application.

3 METHOD

We are using universal shader graphs and device tracking to allow for drawing from the center of the screen. Most of these techniques are built in/scriptable from unity, such as a Graphics Raycaster, a Session Space (coordinate system for AR), but many parts of the application, such as the scene and components, were implemented by us in the Unity project.

Overall, by using many existing APIs, the goal is to allow users to sketch on scenes, such as in the image below. We would like to provide flexibility that is similar to those of existing, well known applications, such as paint brushes and colors, although it is unlikely that we would be able to provide all the features and nuances of the existing commercial software.

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Put in all the specific implementation details here, including both hardware and software aspects. Even if you didn’t build a piece of hardware, make sure to document what hardware you used, including your headset, computing environment, and major software libraries. If you implemented specific hardware devices, describe how you decided on the design parameters for the hardware. For example, if you built a VR headset, you’d apply the equations you previously introduced in Section 3 to decide on the values you used in your construction. If you implemented an algorithm, such as rendering, when you’d describe the function implementation
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5 DISCUSSION OF BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS

As with most applications that run on software, there can be many compatibility issues, namely between IOS and Android. While Unity allows builds for both IOS and Android, the IOS build requires access to a Mac, which is a potential drawback to the use of Unity and ARKit/ARFoundation.

The application also only supports limited sketching, such as basic colors, but does allow for drawing without necessarily needing a hard surface, due to the flexibility (3D) of AR and mobile apps.

A benefit of our approach is that by using the Universal Render Pipeline, we are able to support VR (and thus AR) platforms. The use of Shader Graph also complements Universal Render Pipeline, as Unity makes them easily compatible.
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